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SECURITY CONSULTING SERVICES

Strategic Consulting

Our people
Because information security and risk
management is all we do, a growing
number of the world’s most skilled,
knowledgeable practitioners choose to
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Risk Assessment
NTT risk assessment services identify
your current risk exposure and the
actions to be taken to move you to a
state of continuous risk management,
aligned to your business goals.
Security vulnerabilities in multiple areas
including compliance, infrastructure
security, data security, application
security, device security, identity and
access management, cloud security,
operations and third party risk can be
examined as part of the assessment.
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NTT delivers cybersecurity consulting
that focuses on independent risk
assessments, skilled guidance on
compliance and risk remediation as
well as Enterprise Security Program
Services (ESPS).

exposure and make informed decisions for
continuous risk management. We’ll help
you to identify risks, optimize the use of
available resources, align risk management
with commercial goals and achieve
compliance. And because we don’t just
talk about security, but deliver practical
solutions measured against the agreed
controls – we are with you every step of
the way to manage the necessary changes.
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Many organizations find external
advice invaluable to evolve a clear,
comprehensive, and business-focused
security strategy. When they need to
support the business to navigate new,
profitable ways of working they choose
NTT consulting services. We make a
difference by combining our collective
knowledge of the global business and
threat landscapes to deliver the best
strategic solutions.
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The digital business landscape work at NTT. Our strategic consulting
creates numerous opportunities services are executed by experienced,
senior practitioners with a proven track
to drive innovation and
record in defining and communicating
growth, reduce barriers to
risk, and delivering impactful security
trade, reach new customers
programs sensitive to the individual
needs of each business. From CISOs
and share knowledge to
collaborate across international of world-leading companies to specific
compliance and technology specialists,
boundaries. However, with
our experts are certified, up-to-date and
these opportunities come risks ready to share their knowledge with you.
that the data and systems we
rely upon will be compromised
Our delivery approach
or damaged in ways that are
Using our proven Global Enterprise
difficult to detect or defend
Methodology (GEM), we enable your
organization to understand its current
against.

Planning

Figure 1: Our proven Global Enterprise
Methodology frames NTT consulting
engagements, enabling your organization
to understand its current risk exposure and
make informed decisions for continuous risk
management.

NTT Strategic Consulting
provides ultimate value
• Works with you to deliver all, not
part of the solution
• Drives results using our highly
effective Global Enterprise
Methodology delivery approach
• Highly experienced in strategic
and practical risk and security
management
• Trusted advisor to sophisticated
and complex organizations
worldwide

hello.global.ntt
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NTT Strategic Consulting Overview
NTT Strategic
Consulting

Key Features

✔

• Identifies risks, gaps in controls, and develops
a risk management strategy with a prioritized
map

✔

•P
 rovides organizations with experienced
senior consultants to serve as a trusted
member of the client’s executive team

Enterprise Application
Security Strategy

✔

•S
 trategic security design, architecture,
and program advice for critical enterprise
applications such as SAP

Education & Awareness

✔

•E
 ducation through a comprehensive
awareness program

Security Strategy
Development

✔

•D
 evelops a long-term security road map
aligned with business and compliance
objectives and transformation initiatives, such
as cloud migration

Security Program
Development

✔

•B
 uilds a development and transformation road
map to get the most from people, processes,
and technology

Architecture Assessment &
Design

✔

•E
 nsures that security architecture and design
align with risk, compliance, and commercial
goals

Technology & Controls
Selection

✔

•O
 ptimizes existing systems and rationalizes
technology estate

Risk Assessment
CISO Advisory & Support
and Governance, Risk &
Compliance (GRC) programs

Recommendations for addressing any
security vulnerabilities identified are
provided in the form of a report, road map
and presentation.

with business and compliance objectives
and digital transformation initiatives.
NTT can build your long-term security
strategy for you.

CISO Advisory Services and
GRC programs

Security Program
Development

NTT advisory services provide
organizations with experienced senior
consultants familiar with international
compliance frameworks such as ISO 27001,
SANS, NIST, CMM and GCHQ to serve
as a member of your trusted executive
team. Services can be provided with a
specific focus, including governance, risk
and compliance programs (regulatory and
non-regulatory), review planning, providing
research and independent input, building
business cases and participating in
advisory or oversight boards.

NTT advises organizations on how to
get the most from people, processes,
and technology, based on our global
experience of successful security
program development and delivery.

Transforming services for
improved business resilience
Our transformation services adapt security
programs and adopt controls that support
new cloud activities and SaaS applications,
as well as mobile and social initiatives.

Security Strategy Development
NTT consultants work with you to develop
a long-term security road map, aligned
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Security Architecture
Assessment and Design
Following a review of existing
architecture, assets, applications,
processes, and infrastructure, NTT
prioritizes a set of recommended
activities and security programs that
directly align with risk, compliance, and
commercial goals.

Technology and Controls
Selection
NTT works alongside clients using
experience and proven processes to
optimize existing systems, reduce
the complexity and cost of existing
infrastructure, and rationalize the
technology estate.

NTT Strategic Consulting
brings wider NTT Group
benefits to provide
unique capabilities
• $2bn invested annually in global
R&D activities to respond to the
changing threat environment
• Large resource base of certified
security experts
• Unique threat intelligence –
scanning the global threat
landscape and creating the
threat feeds and signatures
utilized by our analysis engines

NTT Strategic Consulting
client deliverables
• Executive reporting to
demonstrate risk management
diligence
• Highlights potential gaps in risk
management to allow informed
decision making
• Business case and program
development to justify risk
management investment as part
of a security strategy
• Confidence that compliance is
met and best technology and
applications are being utilized
• Flexibility to evolve consulting
services to managed security
services with one trusted
leading global provider

About us
NTT is a leading, global technology
services company. We believe that
together we do great things.
We’ve combined the capabilities of
28 remarkable companies to create
one, leading technology services
provider. Partnering with you, we
empower your people, strategy,
operations, and technology through our
full range of unparalleled capabilities
and services. Together we enable the
connected future.
Want to know more about our range of
security consulting services?
Visit hello.global.ntt for details.
hello.global.ntt

